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ABSTRACT
Multi-variant execution (MVX) systems amplify the effectiveness
of software diversity techniques. The key idea is to run multiple
diversified program variants in lockstep while providing them with
the same input and monitoring their run-time behavior for diver-
gences. Thus, adversaries have to compromise all program variants
simultaneously to mount an attack successfully.

Recent work proposed distributed, heterogeneous MVX systems
that leverage different ABIs and ISAs to increase the diversity be-
tween program variants further. However, existing distributedMVX
system designs suffer from high performance overhead due to time-
consuming network transactions required for the MVX operations.

This paper presents dMVX, a novel hybrid distributed MVX de-
sign, which incorporates new techniques that significantly reduce
the overhead of MVX systems in a distributed setting. Our key
insight is that we can intelligently reduce the MVX operations that
use expensive network transfers. First, we can limit the monitoring
of system calls that are not security-critical. Second, we observe
that, in many circumstances, we can also safely avoid replication op-
erations needed for I/O related system calls. Our evaluation shows
that dMVX reduces the performance degradation from over 50% to
3.1% for realistic server benchmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Memory-unsafe languages such as C and C++ are still popular
choices for systems programming. Memory errors, inherent in these
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languages, afford bad actors opportunities for exploitation. Attack-
ers typically take advantage of memory errors to launch code-reuse
or data-only attacks [5, 6, 12, 13, 29, 30], in order to compromise
their targets and/or leak secrets. While memory safety techniques
could potentially protect against these vulnerabilities, they come
at the cost of performance and compatibility issues [22, 23, 31].

Since 2006, many multi-variant execution (MVX) systems have
been proposed for security and reliability purposes [2, 3, 7, 10, 11,
14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24–26, 35, 37, 38, 43]. The main idea is to exe-
cute diversified variants of the same program in parallel, while
providing them with the same inputs and monitoring their behav-
ior. When the variants’ behavior diverges, security-oriented MVX
systems terminate them to contain the damage of a possible attack.
Multi-core CPUs’ availability makes MVX systems increasingly
attractive, since variants can run at native speed (assuming the host
has enough idle CPU cores and memory bandwidth).

The majority of existing MVX systems execute variants on the
same hardware and platform. However, attackers have managed
to bypass these systems with modern code-reuse and data-only
attacks that exploit the limited variant entropy space (and, there-
fore, diversity) on homogeneous platforms [8, 13]. To increase the
diversity, researchers proposed distributed MVX systems that exe-
cute variants on different heterogeneous physical machines [39, 41],
leveraging heterogeneous Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) and
Application Binary Interfaces (ABIs). However, existing distributed
MVX systems suffer from large performance overhead.

We propose a distributed MVX design, dMVX, which incorpo-
rates new techniques that substantially reduce dMVX’s overhead
relative to existing distributed MVX systems. The major bottleneck
for these distributed systems is the expensive (i.e., time-consuming)
network communication needed for basic MVX operations. Our
key insight is that many of these expensive MVX operations can
either be executed asynchronously or omitted altogether.

dMVX uses an existing, security-oriented distributed MVX sys-
tem (DMON [39]) to handle security-critical (or sensitive) system
calls.We also added a security-hardened distributed in-process mon-
itor (DIP-MON) that enables efficient monitoring and replication
of non-sensitive system calls. This split-monitor (or hybrid) design
provides security guarantees that are comparable to those of exist-
ing distributed MVX systems, while outperforming them in terms
of run-time overhead. ReMon proposed a similar approach [37], but
it did not have to deal with the unique challenges that arise in a
distributed setting (see Section 4 for details).

Overall, our paper contributes the following:
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• NovelMVXDesign: dMVX adopts a hybrid monitor design.
In contrast to previous work [37], dMVX executes variants
in a distributed setting. We describe the unique challenges
that arise from a distributed setting and describe our solu-
tions. To our knowledge, dMVX is the first security-focused
distributed MVX design that can run and monitor variants
on different physical machines at near-native speed.

• Efficient Monitoring and Replication: We demonstrate
techniques that reduce the performance overhead of moni-
toring and replication in a distributed MVX setting.

• Performance Evaluation:We build a prototype and evalu-
ate it on microbenchmarks and lighttpd. Our results show
that dMVX runs realistic server benchmarks at almost native
speed (3.1% run-time overhead), significantly reducing the
overhead of existing work that reports performance degra-
dation of at least 50%.

2 BACKGROUND
EveryMVX system contains at least one monitor component, which
feeds the variants with the same inputs and observes their run-time
behavior. The monitor’s design characteristics are crucial for the
MVX system’s security and performance.

First, we can categorize monitor designs into user space and
in-kernel designs [7]. In general, an in-kernel design provides the
best performance. However, it requires significant modifications to
the kernel or kernel modules, which are both difficult to maintain
over time and increase the size of the Trusted Computing Base
(TCB). Furthermore, attacks targeting the MVX monitor itself could
potentially compromise the entire system.

Second, user space monitors can run as a standalone process
(cross-process) [4, 26, 35], inside the running variants (in-
process) [11], or both (hybrid) [37]. Cross-process designs provide
the strongest security guarantees since the operating system’s
process isolation protects the monitor. Several previous works used
the ptrace API, a debugging infrastructure provided by the Linux
kernel, to build their cross-process monitors [4, 10, 21, 26, 27, 38].
However, this comes at the cost of expensive context switching [37].
On the other hand, in-process designs are efficient, but provide
weaker security guarantees, unless hardware [42], and/or software
protection (e.g., CFI [1] and SFI [40]) is added. Finally, Volckaert et
al. proposed a hybrid design that consists of both an in-process
and a cross-process monitor component, unifying the security and
performance properties of previous approaches [37].

2.1 MVX Execution Model
The majority of MVX systems perform monitoring and I/O replica-
tion operations at the system call level. Previous work has shown
that monitoring the system call interface is sufficient to provide the
necessary security guarantees since all I/O operations can be moni-
tored and replicated, and all potentially dangerous operations can
be stopped at this interface [7, 11, 26]. Monitoring and replication
operations should be transparent to the end-user and to the execut-
ing variants. To this end, most MVX systems adopt a leader/follower
replication model, as depicted in Figure 1. One variant is designated
as the leader and performs all I/O related system calls, e.g., read,
while the monitor copies the results from the leader variant to the

Follower
Variant

Leader
Variant

Monitor

Kernel

t t

brk brk

1

read read

Figure 1: Leader/follower I/O replication model.

rest (followers). On the other hand, all variants execute system calls
that are not related to I/O, e.g., brk.

2.2 MVX Security
An MVX system’s precise security guarantees depend on which
diversity transformations it applies to each variant. Typically, the
system administrator chooses transformations that —with high
likelihood— make the same exploit payload trigger asymmetric
responses across variants. For example, to stop traditional code-
reuse attacks, the MVX system could generate one variant that
uses only the upper half of the virtual address space, while the
other variants use only the lower half. With such a setup, any
exploit payload that compromises one variant will simultaneously
crash at least one other variant (since it will attempt to execute
code on unmapped memory pages). The MVX system detects this
divergent behavior and takes appropriate action. Similar techniques
can be applied to thwart data-oriented attacks that leak or corrupt
information.

However, researchers showed that MVX systems running on
single-ISA machines are still vulnerable to modern code-reuse and
data-only attacks [8, 13], even if they apply state-of-the-art diversity
transformations. For example, Göktas et al. demonstrated practical
code-reuse attacks that use relative locations of code gadgets to
build exploits [8]. These Position-Independent Code-Reuse Attacks
can bypass several code diversity schemes, even when augmented
by MVX systems. The reason is that attackers could locate gad-
gets, chain them together, and build end-to-end exploits even in
diversified programs.

2.3 Distributed MVX Systems
Distributed MVX systems can defend against the aforementioned
attacks by leveraging the additional entropy and diversity available
on heterogeneous-ISA platforms [39, 41]. This additional diversity
significantly increases the likelihood of exploit payloads trigger-
ing asymmetric responses in the variants, all but eliminating the
available data-only and code-reuse gadgets attackers can use to con-
struct exploits. Two distributed MVX systems have been proposed
so far. HeterSec is built on top of a modified compiler and operating
system and operates entirely in kernel space [41], while DMON
operates in user space as a cross-process MVX system [39]. Both
systems run variants on separate single-ISA machines connected
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Figure 2: dMVX’s design.

using a fast, low-latency communication channel. However, both
suffer from high performance overhead, making them impractical
for real-world workloads on system call dominant applications such
as web servers. On lighttpd, for example, HeterSec and DMON
report an overhead of ~50% and ~443%, respectively [39, 41].

3 THREAT MODEL
We assume an attacker that can only interact with the public remote
communication interface of the leader variant and has no access
to the private connections between the leader and the follower(s).
Consequently, attacks targeting these private connections are out of
scope of this paper. The attacker uses said remote communication
interface to send exploits, for example targeting arbitrary memory
read/write vulnerabilities or control flow diversion.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We present dMVX, a distributed MVX system that is more effi-
cient than prior work, while providing similar security guarantees.
Figure 2 shows the design of dMVX. We based our design on an
existing distributed MVX system [39], but added an in-process mon-
itoring component to more efficiently execute system calls that are
not security critical. Previous work proposed a similar hybrid MVX
system design that uses both cross-process and in-process mon-
itors [37]. However, adopting this hybrid design in a distributed
setting poses new challenges.

In a non-distributed MVX system, the in-process monitors can
communicate directly using shared memory. However, in a dis-
tributedMVX system, the in-processmonitors have to communicate
over a network connection. Doing so forces them to issue system
calls. Unfortunately, these system calls could be inadvertently in-
tercepted and monitored by our cross-process monitors, causing
observable divergences due to the asymmetry of the sending and
receiving part of the inter-monitor communication. Consequently,
one challenge to building our system is to avoid inadvertently inter-
cepting these system calls issued by our in-process monitors, while
monitoring the ones that are directly issued by the variants.

A naive approach is to add two special system calls to
enable/disable system call monitoring. The idea is to disable
system call monitoring before we use the network channel for
inter-monitor communication, avoiding undesired monitoring
that leads to false alarms, and re-enable it again when the data
exchange is finished. Note that the two special system calls are
not monitored and should never be called by the variant itself.

Kernel

DCP-MON
Variant

syscall(…)1

DIP-MON

2 +
&CB

43 2’

SA - 
Interceptor

4’

SA - 
Verifier 

CB Connector

Figure 3: dMVX’s components and interactions.

However, this design is unsuitable for efficiency, since it adds four
mode switches for each disable/re-enable pair.

4.1 System Overview
dMVX supervises program variants that run in parallel on differ-
ent physical machines. Its main goals are to (i) monitor all of the
security-sensitive system calls issued by the variants, (ii) execute
sensitive system calls in lockstep and (iii) relax monitoring and lock-
stepping for system calls that are not security critical, minimizing
the overhead of our MVX system for these system calls. We use the
SOCKET_RW_LEVEL monitoring relaxation policy, described in
previous work [37], to classify system calls in security-sensitive and
non-sensitive ones. dMVX uses four main components to achieve
these goals:

(1) DMON: A distributed cross-process monitor (DCP-MON).
DMON [39] handles sensitive system calls.

(2) DIP-MON: A distributed in-process monitor that is loaded
into each variant’s address space. Non-sensitive system calls
are forwarded to DIP-MON for monitoring and replication.

(3) Connector: A connector component is assigned to every
variant. Each connector component communicates with
DIP-MON through a special shared memory segment, called
the communication buffer (CB), and is responsible for
transferring data to/from other connector components.

(4) SA: The syscall arbiter (SA) is a small in-kernel compo-
nent that forwards sensitive system calls to DMON and non-
sensitive ones to DIP-MON. It also restricts DIP-MON to
execute only authenticated system calls.

These four components interact with each other whenever a variant
executes a system call, as shown in Figure 3.

Our syscall arbiter intercepts system calls ( 1 ) and decides if they
will be handled by DIP-MON ( 2 ) or DMON ( 2’ ) depending on their
security-sensitivity. The syscall arbiter is responsible for overwrit-
ing the program counter and for forwarding non-sensitive system
calls to DIP-MON, while ptrace is used to forward sensitive system
calls to DMON. In the former case, the syscall arbiter also creates
a one-time authentication token and passes it to DIP-MON ( 2 )
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through a designated register. Next, the DIP-MON performs some
security checks and restarts the system call ( 3 ). The syscall arbiter
permits the completion of the system call only if the authentication
token is intact and the system call is issued by DIP-MON itself ( 4 ).
In any other case, the system call is forwarded to DMON ( 4’ ).

We tackle the challenges described at the beginning of Section 4
by introducing (i) a connector component which acts as a proxy
between DIP-MON and the network connection, (ii) a communi-
cation buffer stored in a shared memory segment, and (iii) a set
of techniques for efficient monitoring and replication over a net-
work connection. The connector component runs as a separate
process that is not supervised by dMVX. Thus, unlike DIP-MON
itself, the connector component can issue unmonitored system
calls. DIP-MON forwards all of its outgoing network traffic to the
connector component using the communication buffer, which is
mapped into both processes. It also receives incoming network
traffic through this same buffer. We also use the communication
buffer to send notifications when new incoming or outgoing net-
work traffic is available. This setup allows us to separate the system
calls we issue for monitoring and replication from the calls issued
by the variants themselves.

The communication buffer is accessed by DIP-MON and the con-
nector component. Consequently, we need to ensure that no race
conditions occur and that memory reads and writes to the commu-
nication buffer are ordered correctly. To solve these problems, we
implemented and used portable synchronization primitives.

4.2 The DIP-MON File Map
DMON and DIP-MON keep their own metadata of the open file
descriptors in order to ensure I/O transparency and optimize moni-
toring and replication handlers. We maintain a single copy of this
metadata for each variant, which is mapped in each variant’s ad-
dress space. We refer to this metadata as the DIP-MON file map and
we implemented it in a way similar to the communication buffer.
The DIP-MON file map is shared between DMON and DIP-MON
ensuring that both of them have a complete view of the variant’s file
descriptors at any point in time. A similar mechanism was also im-
plemented in ReMon [37]. To avoid re-ordering of read and writes
as well as race conditions, we implemented this using portable
synchronization primitives.

4.3 Closing Additional Attack Surface
Our threat model (see Section 3) assumes that attackers may target
DIP-MON, the DIP-MON file map and the communication buffer.
We protect these components as follows. First, we ensure that sys-
tem calls that could be used to tamper with DIP-MON are always
monitored (e.g., mprotect). Second, we ensure that sensitive values
like the pointer to the communication buffer never leak to memory.
To do so, we always keep sensitive values in a limited set of des-
ignated registers, and we use the -ffixed-reg compiler option to
prevent DIP-MON from spilling these registers to the stack or from
reusing the registers for non-sensitive values. Third, to fully hide
the location of sensitive values, while still allowing benign accesses,
we ensure that the pointer to these values are only stored in ker-
nel memory and passed to DIP-MON through dedicated registers
only when needed. DIP-MON clobbers the sensitive registers before

returning to the application’s code. Previous work implemented
similar techniques and used information hiding and/or hardware
protection features to protect the in-process monitor [37, 42].

4.4 Efficient Monitoring and Replication
dMVX is a distributed MVX system. Previous work has shown
that most of the overhead of such a system comes from expensive
network communication needed for monitoring and replication pur-
poses and context switching caused from ptrace [39]. We present
several techniques to reduce the performance degradation stem-
ming from the aforementioned sources.

SelectiveMonitoring: ReMon [37],MvArmor [16] andDMON [39]
categorize system calls as non-sensitive and sensitive ones, using var-
ious security policies, and do not monitor the non-sensitive system
calls to minimize their run-time overhead. ReMon forwards sensi-
tive system calls to a secure cross-process monitor and non-sensitive
system calls to a fast in-process monitor, optimizing handling of
non-sensitive system calls by avoiding context switching. We imple-
mented these techniques in dMVX and we refer to them as selective
monitoring. Selective monitoring has two settings: strict selective
monitoring in which system calls that are forwarded to DIP-MON
are checked for equivalence and relaxed selective monitoring in
which DIP-MON avoids monitoring of system calls that it handles.

Asynchronous Replication: The connector component is imple-
mented as a standalone process in our design. Consequently, the
DIP-MON assigned to the leader variant could just copy the leader’s
system call result to the communication buffer, inform the connec-
tor component and return. This avoids stalling the leader variant;
the leader variant no longer needs to wait until the network com-
munication between the connector components is finished. Asyn-
chronous replication is always enabled.

Selective Replication: Non-distributed MVX systems can perform
replication efficiently via shared memory. However, replication
becomes expensive in a distributed setting, since network commu-
nication is needed. We present a set of techniques that can reduce
the overhead of replication and we refer to them as selective repli-
cation.

In previous work [39], each variant performs read-only opera-
tions on its own copy of the file, avoiding expensive replication. We
find that this optimization can be extended to write operations. We
extend it to all I/O operations in files that are located in the appli-
cation’s sub-directories. We assume that application files are in the
same paths on both physical machines. Consequently, each variant
could perform I/O operations on its own copy. We also assume that
these files are not changed by a source other than the application
itself, ensuring consistency and identical inputs. If a monitored
application tries to create a file, a separate copy is created for each
physical machine.

Moreover, MVX systems always replicate the results of some
frequently executed system calls such as open. Therefore, avoiding
replication for these system calls is crucial for reducing the perfor-
mance overhead. open and similar system calls open and possibly
create a file specified by pathname. When successful, the system
call returns an integer representing the file descriptor value that
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Figure 4: Microbenchmarks for 3 system calls.

corresponds to the newly opened file. MVX systems need to repli-
cate the results of open and similar system calls, since leader and
follower variants have different open file descriptors, e.g., network
sockets are only open in the leader variant; otherwise variants
would get different inputs in subsequent system calls, resulting
in unintended divergence. By keeping metadata of all open file
descriptors, each variant can reliably predict the next file descriptor
value to be returned to the leader variant, which eliminates the
need to replicate the results of open and similar system calls to the
follower variants.1

Another system call that is always replicated by MVX systems is
setsockopt. This system call sets options on the socket specified by
the file descriptor argument, and returns 0 on success. On error, -1 is
returned, and errno is set appropriately. dMVX keeps metadata for
all open sockets locally in each variant. Consequently, dMVX could
reliably predict the success of setsockopt, by checking (using
its metadata) the validity of the socket and the socket options,
thereby eliminating the need to replicate the results. Note that
a misprediction may lead to inconsistencies, as variants will get
different system call results. Mispredictions happen only when a
system call fails in one variant while succeeding in another one.
We provide two configurable options in case of a system call failure:
either we restart the system call until it succeeds or we terminate
the variants (most applications follow one of these approaches
when a system call fails).

5 EVALUATION
We performed our experiments on two x86-64 machines running
Ubuntu 16.04.5 LTS, connected using a private 100 gigabit connec-
tion between two Mellanox ConnectX Ethernet interface cards. We
ran two variants, one on each machine.

We first evaluated the performance of dMVX on the same mi-
crobenchmarks used in prior work [39]. For each microbenchmark,
we measured the execution time under dMVX relative to the na-
tive execution time without dMVX. Figure 4 shows the execution
time of three representative system calls, relative to their native
execution time. We ran each benchmark three times and took the
mathematical average. Each benchmark was run with and without
our optimizations enabled. Strict and relaxed selective monitoring
appear as SSM and RSM respectively in the graphs, and selective
1The Linux kernel returns the minimum integer value that is available for a file
descriptor and it depends on the previously opened file descriptors including files,
network sockets and pipes.
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Figure 5: lighttpd benchmark.

replication appears as SR. Our results show that the per system call
overhead is significantly reduced compared to previous work [39],
e.g., for getcwd the overhead drops from 39.39× to 2.79× when all
optimizations are enabled.

We also evaluated dMVX on lighttpd, which was also used to
evaluate previous work [39, 41]. We used the same benchmarking
tools and settings, as described in previous work [39]. We mea-
sured the performance of dMVX relative to a vanilla lighttpd’s
throughput. Figure 5 shows our results. With all of our optimiza-
tions enabled, the run-time overhead of dMVX on lighttpd drops
from 443% to just 3.1%, a significant reduction from DMON [39].
Furthermore, for a similar setting HeterSec introduced ~50% over-
head [41], which is significantly higher than 3.1%.

6 RELATEDWORK
Multi-Variant Execution: The design space of multi-variant exe-

cution systems has been extensively explored for security and relia-
bility purposes [2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 24–26, 35, 37, 38, 43].
Researchers proposed techniques to address various problems that
are common to MVX systems such as thread synchronization [36],
consistent signal delivery [3, 26], issues with shared memory [3],
address-dependent behavior [38] and high overhead of security-
oriented MVX systems [37, 42].

Diversity via ISA/ABI-heterogeneity: Modern code-reuse and
data-only attacks can bypass traditional software diversity
techniques [18] even when amplified by MVX systems due to
the limited diversity that a single platform offers. Researchers
leveraged heterogeneous-ISA CPUs to increase the available
entropy [33, 34]. However, these techniques require emulation,
since heterogeneous-ISA platforms are not widely available
yet. Recent work in multi-variant execution places variants in
heterogeneous commodity hardware, giving the illusion of a
heterogeneous-ISA platform [39, 41]. Researchers showed that the
additional diversity, stemming from the heterogeneous-ISAs/ABIs,
significantly raises the bar for code-reuse and data-only attacks.

Furthermore, ISA/ABI-heterogeneity diversifies the micro-
architectural behavior of the running variants. This could poten-
tially raise the bar for micro-architectural attacks [9, 15, 19, 28, 32].
The reason is that multiple building blocks of micro-architectural
attacks are platform-dependent. For example, memory translation
schemes and cache timing measurements are tightly coupled to
the underlying architecture, making the micro-architectural attack
payloads non-portable.
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7 DISCUSSION
Heterogeneous Distributed Settings: In this paper, we evaluated

dMVX in a distributed setting where all variants run on x86-64
machines. As future work, we plan to evaluate our techniques in
heterogeneous distributed settings that combine x86-64, ARMv7 and
ARMv8 machines.

Supporting Other Applications: dMVX currently supports a subset
of the available system calls. However, adding support for a new
system call is straightforward. We provide macros that can be used
to describe the monitoring and replication logic of a system call
in a few lines. With such additions, dMVX can be applied to more
server applications (e.g., redis and nginx), database applications
(e.g., mysql and sqlite) and other complex systems.

8 CONCLUSION
We have presented the design and implementation of dMVX, a dis-
tributed MVX system that is more efficient than prior work. dMVX
can monitor variants that run on separate physical machines, tak-
ing advantage of the additional diversity provided by different plat-
forms. dMVX significantly reduces the overhead of prior distributed
MVX systems on a real-world server benchmark by identifying ex-
pensive MVX operations through the network that can be avoided.
Our evaluation shows that dMVX’s overhead on lighttpd is only
3.1%, greatly reducing the performance degradation compared to
prior distributed MVX systems.
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